New Apollo wireless network for students

WCM students who need to access the internet using a personal (non-tagged) device - like a smart TV or Google Home – can now gain access with a new wireless network, Apollo.

How do I access Apollo?

1. Go to apollo.weill.cornell.edu. This site is only accessible from on campus on either WCMC or WCMCGuest wireless, or remotely while connected to AnyConnect VPN.

2. Log in with your WCM credentials.

3. Register the devices you’d like to add to the network. For further instructions read this Knowledge Article on myHelpdesk: How To: Self-Register IOT devices in dorms to connect to Apollo SSID.

For more information: its.weill.cornell.edu/services/wifi-networks/wireless

Where can I access the Apollo network?

You can access the Apollo wireless network at the following locations:
- Olin Hall – Residential floors 5-10
- Lasdon Hall – Residential floors 6-13
- Belfer Research Building
- 1300 York Main campus
- 570 Lexington Ave – Student Midtown Center

What internet resources can I access on Apollo?

The resources available to you on Apollo are similar to what you’d get on a guest network at a coffee shop. Most internet sites will be accessible, as well as print.weill.cornell.edu. For other WCM resources, like fileshare, you’ll need a tagged device that can access the WCM network.